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A quote from Les Brown: 
“Fear is the most subtle and destructive
of all human diseases. Fear kills dreams
and hope.” 
Fear is tool used by the enemy to
discourage, delay, dissuade, and deter
believers and nonbelievers alike. It’s fear
that can stop us in our tracks from doing
something significant in this world for the
sake of the Kingdom. 
20 years ago it was fear that gripped my
heart and made me second guess myself.
I felt that creating a one-of-a-kind
Christian Rock station was too big for me,
and fear said I was too small. Fear was
wrong. Fear was a lie.  
“God has not given us a spirit of fear, but
of love and of a sound mind.” [2 Tim. 1:7]

Do you know what will keep you from
sharing Hey Radio with your circle of
friends? Well, It's FEAR...just that simple.
Fear of being embarrassed. Fear of
looking silly. Fear of offending someone
by sharing your faith.

The truth is, if you’re a bit fearful about
talking to someone about Jesus, then
Hey Radio can be just the answer! 
Let us do the heavy lifting. Share Hey
Radio with a friend. And they will share
with ten more, and those ten will each
share with ten more! Someone in that
thread will hear about Jesus for the first
time and YOU can be a part of that! 
So go on. Tell a friend! I dare ya’....

fear
We are all born with only two instinctive fears. The fear of falling, 

and the fear of a loud noise. All other fears are learned.

https://www.heyradio.com/


Tech Corner - New - Spotify Podcasts

Donate online at heyradio.com
or, you can mail your gift to
Hey Radio PO Box 1511 

Muskegon, Michigan 49443

It’s TAX Time Again!

Launched on January 1st
of this year, the Hey Radio
podcast can be heard at:
 
https://open.spotify.com/s
how/4Mc2omppg34IZahsd
1V6Sb

Wednesday of each week,
hear a new thoughtful
insight revolving around
the many different genres
of music heard everyday
on this station. 

Each new episode is only 5 to 8 minutes long and covers a new topic
every week. Topics like “The Evolution of Christian Rock” and a new
fan favorite, “Saving Ed Fleebe from the Radio” keeps things always
consistently interesting. Give it a try and share it with a friend!

Every year about this time all American’s across
the country start preparing for April 15th. Some
with fear and trepidation, and some with a whole
other sense of excitement and anticipation.

Referring to the 2nd group, because of inflation-
related adjustments that the IRS makes yearly to
tax brackets, higher refunds this year may be the
norm.

Would you please consider donating a small
portion of your wind-fall to help this ministry?

You can show your support for Christian  
radio by sending a donation. Your tax
deductible gift will help Hey Radio to help
others learn about salvation through music
and messaging that always hits the mark. All
day, all night! Broadcasting the Good News 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year!

Make a secure online donation today and
consider making your support a recurring
monthly gift. We'll share the message for you!
And, as always, Thanks for listenin'!

6 ways to share
On-Air on 88.9 FM1.

On Line at heyradio.com2.
Android APP Store - search Hey Radio 88.93.
Apple APP Store  -    search Hey Radio 88.94.

Alexa Skill - Alexa, play Hey Radio5.
And now on Spotify playlists and Podcasts6.

https://www.heyradio.com/support.html
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